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Abstract
Businesses increasingly need agile and elastic computing
infrastructure to respond quickly to real world situations.
By offering efficient process-based virtualization and a layered image system, containers are designed to enable agile
and elastic application deployment. However, creating or
updating large container clusters is still slow due to the image downloading and unpacking process. In this paper, we
present DADI Image Service, a block-level image service
for increased agility and elasticity in deploying applications.
DADI replaces the waterfall model of starting containers
(downloading image, unpacking image, starting container)
with fine-grained on-demand transfer of remote images, realizing instant start of containers. DADI optionally relies
on a peer-to-peer architecture in large clusters to balance
network traffic among all the participating hosts. DADI efficiently supports various kinds of runtimes including cgroups,
QEMU, etc., further realizing “build once, run anywhere”.
DADI has been deployed at scale in the production environment of Alibaba, serving one of the world’s largest ecommerce
platforms. Performance results show that DADI can cold start
10,000 containers on 1,000 hosts within 4 seconds.

1

Introduction

As business velocity continues to rise, businesses increasingly
need to quickly deploy applications, handle unexpected surge,
fix security flaws, and respond to various real world situations.
By offering efficient process-based virtualization and a layered image system, containers are designed to enable agile
and elastic application deployment. However, creating or updating large container clusters is still slow due to the image
downloading and unpacking process. For example, Verma et
al. in [37] report that the startup latency of containers is highly
variable with a typical median of about 25s, and pulling layers
(packages) accounts for about 80% of the total time.
Highly elastic container deployment has also become expected of modern cloud computing platforms. In serverless
computing [23], high cold-start latency could violate responsiveness SLAs. Workarounds for the slow start are cumbersome and expensive, and include storing all images on all
possible hosts. Therefore, minimizing cold-start latency is
considered a critical system-level challenge for serverless
computing [14, 23].
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There has been recent work on reducing container startup
time by accelerating the image downloading process with a
peer-to-peer (P2P) approach [20, 22, 24, 30, 37]. We relied
on a P2P download tool for several years to cope with the
scalability problem of the Container Registry. However, the
startup latency was still unsatisfactory. Another general approach to the problem is to read data on-demand from remote
images [9,16,18,19,21,33,41]. Because container images are
organized as overlaid layers of files and are presented to the
container runtime as a file system directory, all of the previous
work adhered to the file system interface, even though some
of them actually used block stores as their backends.
Implementing a POSIX-complaint file system interface and
exposing it via the OS kernel is relatively complex. Moreover,
using file-based layers has several disadvantages. First, updating big files (or their attributes) is slow because the system
has to copy whole files to the writable layer before performing
the update operations. Second, creating hard links is similarly
slow, because it also triggers the copy action as cross layer references are not supported by the image. Third, files may have
a rich set of types, attributes, and extended attributes that are
not consistently supported on all platforms. Moreover, even
on one platform, support for capabilities such as hard links,
sparse files, etc. tends to be inconsistent across file systems.
With the rapid growth of users running containers on public cloud and hybrid cloud, virtualized secure containers are
becoming mainstream. Although it is possible to pass a filebased image from host to guest via 9p [1] or virtio-fs [10],
there is usually a performance cost. There are also complications in handling heterogeneous containers such as Windows
guest on Linux host, or vice versa. This means that some
users may not be able to burst efficiently to public clouds, i.e.
run their applications primarily on premise with an efficient
container runtime, and scale them out under load to public
clouds with a virtualized secure container runtime.
In this paper, we observe that the benefits of a layered image are not contingent on representing the layers as sets of file
changes. More specifically, we can achieve the same effect
with block-based layers where each layer still corresponds
to a set of file changes but is physically the set of changes at
the block level underneath a given file system. Such a design
allows the image service to be file system and platform agnostic. The image service is solely responsible for managing
and distributing physical images to the appropriate hosts. It is
up to the individual host or container on the host to interpret
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Figure 1: Layered Container Image. The image layers (L1, L2)
are read-only shared by multiple containers (C1, C2) while
the container layers (LC) are privately writable.
the image with an appropriate file system. This approach also
allows dependency on the file system to be explicitly captured
at image creation time, further enhancing consistency in the
runtime environment of applications.
We have designed and implemented a complete system
called DADI Image Service (DADI in short) based on this approach. The name DADI is an acronym for Data Acceleration
for Disaggregated Infrastructure and describes several of our
initiatives in enabling a disaggregated infrastructure. At the
heart of the DADI Image Service is a new construct called
Overlay Block Device (OverlayBD) which provides a merged
view of a sequence of block-based layers. Conceptually, it
can be seen as the counterpart of union file systems that are
usually used to merge container images today. It is simpler
than union file systems and this simplicity enables optimizations including flattening of the layers to avoid performance
degradation for containers with many layers. More generally,
the simplicity of block-based layers facilitates (1) fine-grained
on-demand data transfer of remote images; (2) online decompression with efficient codecs; (3) trace-based prefetching;
(4) peer-to-peer transfer to handle burst workload; (5) flexible
choice of guest file systems and host systems; (6) efficient
modification of large files (cross layer block references); (7)
easy integration with the container ecosystem.
We have applied DADI to both cgroups [3] runtime and
QEMU runtime. Support for other runtimes such as Firecracker [13], gVisor [5], OSv [25], etc. should be technically
straightforward. DADI has been deployed at scale in the production environment of Alibaba to serve one of the world’s
largest ecommerce platforms. Performance results show that
DADI can cold start 10,000 containers on 1,000 hosts within
4 seconds. We are currently working on an edition of DADI
for our public cloud service.

2
2.1

Background and Related Work
Container Image

Container images are composed of multiple incremental layers so as to enable incremental image distribution. Each layer
is essentially a tarball of differences (addition, deletion or
update of files) from a previous layer. The container system
may apply the diffs in a way defined by its storage driver.
The layers are usually much lighter than VM images that
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contain full data. Common layers are downloaded only once
on a host, and are shared by multiple containers as needed.
Each container has a dedicated writable layer (also known
as container layer) that stores a private diff to the image, as
shown in Figure 1. Writing to a file in the image may trigger
a copy-on-write (CoW) operation to copy the entire file to the
writable layer.
To provide a root file system to containers, the container engine usually depends on a union file system such as overlayfs,
aufs, etc. These union file systems provide a merged view of
the layers which are stored physically in different directories.
The container system can also make use of Logical Volume
Manager (LVM) thin-provisioned volumes, with each layer
mapped to a snapshot.
The container system has a standard web service for image
uploading and downloading called the Container Registry.
The Container Registry serves images with an HTTP(S)-based
protocol which, together with the incremental nature of layers,
makes it a lot easier to distribute container images widely as
compared to VM images.

2.2

Remote Image

The image distribution operation, however, consumes a lot of
network and file system resources, and may easily saturate
the service capacity allocated to the user/tenant, especially
when creating or updating large container clusters. The result
is long startup latencies for containers. After an image layer
is received, it has to be unpacked. This unpacking operation is
CPU, memory (for page cache) and I/O intensive at the same
time so that it often affects other containers on the host and
sometimes even stalls them.
To some extent, the current container image service is a
regression to a decade ago when VM images were also downloaded to hosts. A similar problem has been solved once
with distributed block stores [26, 28, 29, 38] where images
are stored on remote servers, and image data is fetched over
the network on-demand in a fine-grained manner rather than
downloaded as a whole. This model is referred to as “remote
image”. There are several calls for this model in the container
world (e.g. [18, 21]).
The rationale for remote image is that only part of the
image is actually needed during the typical life-cycle of a
container, and the part needed during the startup stage is even
smaller. According to [19], as little as 6.4% of the image is
used during the startup stage. Thus remote image saves a
lot of time and resources by not staging the entire image in
advance. And with the help of data prefetching (by OS) or
asynchronous data loading (by applications themselves), the
perceived time to start from a remote image can be effectively
reduced further.
Remote image, however, requires random read access to
the contents of the layers. But the standard layer tarball was
designed for sequential reading and unpacking, and does not
support random reading. Thus the format has to be changed.
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2.3

File-System-Based Remote Image

CRFS [21] is a read-only file system that can mount a container image directly from a Container Registry. CRFS introduces an improved format called Stargz that supports random
reads. Stargz is a valid tar.gz format but existing images need
to be converted to realize remote image service. Instead of
having the read-only file system read files directly from the
layer, one could also extract the files in each layer and store
them in a repository such as CernVM-FS [18] where they
can be accessed on demand. CFS [27] is a distributed file
system to serve unpacked layer files for hosts. Wharf [41],
Slacker [19], Teleport [9] serve unpacked layer files through
NFS or CIFS/SMB.
Due to the complexity of file system semantics, there are
several challenges with file-system based image service. For
example, passing a file system from host to guest across the
virtualization boundary tends to limit performance. The I/O
stack involves several complex pieces (including virtio-fs [10],
FUSE [36], overlayfs [8], remote image itself) that need to
be made robust and optimized. When compared to a block
device, the file system also presents a larger attack surface
that potentially reduces security in public clouds.
POSIX-compliant features are also a burden for nonPOSIX workloads such as serverless applications, and an
obstacle to Windows workloads running on Linux hosts (with
virtualization). In addition, unikernel [5, 25, 39] based applications are usually highly specialized, and tend to prefer a
minimalistic file system such as FAT [4] for efficiency. Some
of them may even require a read-only file system. These different requirements are difficult to be satisfied by a file system
that is predefined by the image service.
Furthermore, some desirable features of popular file systems such as XFS [11], Btrfs [2], ZFS [12], etc., are missing
in current file-system-based image services, and are not likely
to be supported soon. These include file-level or directorylevel snapshot, deduplication, online defragmentation, etc. It
is even difficult to efficiently (without copy) support standard
features such as hard links and modification of files or file
attributes.

2.4

Block-Snapshot-Based Remote Image

Modern block stores [26, 28, 29, 38] usually have a concept
of copy-on-write snapshot which is similar to layer in the
container world. Cider [16] and Slacker [19] are attempts to
make use of such similarity by mapping image layers to the
snapshots of Ceph and VMstore [17], respectively.
Container image layer and block store snapshot, however,
are not identical concepts. Snapshot is a point-in-time view
of a disk. Its implementation tends to be specific to the block
store. In many systems, snapshots belong to disks. When a
disk is deleted, its snapshots are deleted as well. Although
this is not absolutely necessary, many block stores behave
this way by design. Layer, on the other hand, refers to the
incremental change relative to a state which can be that of
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a different image. Layer emphasizes sharing among images,
even those belonging to different users, and has a standard
format to facilitate wide distribution.

2.5

Others

File System Changesets. Exo-clones [33] implement volume
clones efficiently with file system changesets that can be
exported. DADI images are conceptually exo-clones with
block level deltas that are not tied to any specific file system.
P2P downloading. Several systems allow container hosts
to download image layers in a P2P manner, significantly reducing the download time in large environments [20, 22, 24,
30,37]. VMThunder [40] adopts a tree-structured P2P overlay
network to deliver fine-grained data blocks on-demand for
large VM clusters. We reuse this general idea in DADI’s optional P2P subsystem with a refined design and a productionlevel implementation.
Trimmed images. In order to pull less data and start a container in less time, DockerSlim [6] uses a combination of static
and dynamic analyses to generate smaller-sized container images in which only files needed by the core application are
included. Cntr [35] improves this by allowing dynamic accesses to trimmed files in uncommon cases via a FUSE-based
virtual files system.
Storage Configuration for Containers. The layering feature of container image introduces new complexities in configuring storage. [34] demonstrates the impact of Docker storage
configuration on performance.
VM images. Standard VM image formats such as qcow2,
vmdk, vhd, etc. are block-level image formats and are technically reusable for containers. The major drawback of these
image formats is that they are not layered. It is possible to emulate layering by repeatedly applying QEMU’s backing-file
feature, but doing this incurs significant performance overhead for reads. As we shall see in Section 3.1, the translation
tables for standard VM image formats are also much bigger
than those needed for DADI.

3

DADI Image Service

DADI is designed to be a general solution that can become
part of the container ecosystem. The core of DADI (Sections 3.1-3.4) is a remote image design that inherits the layering model of container image, and remains compatible with
the Registry by conforming to the OCI-Artifacts [31] standard.
DADI is independent of transfer protocols so it is possible
to insert an optional P2P transfer module to cope with largescale applications (Section 3.5). DADI is also independent
of the underlying storage system so users can choose an appropriate storage system such as HDFS, NFS, CIFS, etc., to
form a fully networked solution (Section 4.4). DADI uses a
block-level interface which minimizes attack surface, a design
point especially relevant for virtualized secure containers.
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As shown in Figure 2, DADI models an image as a virtual
block device on which is laid a regular file system such as
ext4. Note that there is no concept of file at the block level.
The file system is a higher level of abstraction atop the DADI
image. When a guest application reads a file, the request is
first handled by the regular file system which translates the
request into one or more reads of the virtual block device. The
block read request is forwarded to a DADI module in user
space, and then translated into one or more random reads of
the layers.
DADI models an image as a virtual block device while retaining the layered feature. Each DADI layer is a collection of
modified data blocks under the filesystem and corresponding
to the files added, modified or deleted by the layer. DADI
provides the container engine with merged views of the layers
by an overlay block device (OverlayBD) module. We will use
layer and changeset interchangeably in the rest of the paper
for clearer statements. The block size (granularity) for reading and writing is 512 bytes in DADI, similar to real block
devices. The rule for overlaying changesets is simple: for any
block, the latest change takes effect. The blocks that are not
changed (written) in any layer are treated as all-zero blocks.
The raw data written by the user, together with an index
to the raw data, constitutes the layer blob. The DADI layer
blob format further includes a header and a trailer. To reduce
memory footprint and increase deployment density, we design
an index based on variable-length segments, as illustrated in

s t r u c t Segment {
uint64_t offset :48; / /
uint16_t length ;
//
uint64_t moffset :48; / /
u i n t 1 6 _ t pos : 1 2 ;
//
uint8_t flags :4;
//
u i n t 6 4 _ t end ( ) { r e t u r n
};

o f f s e t i n image ’ s LBA
l e n g t h o f t h e change
mapped o f f s e t i n l a y e r b l o b
position in the layer stack
zeroed ? etc .
offset + length ;}

Figure 3: Definition of Segment. LBA is short for logical
block address, offsets and lengths are in unit of blocks (512
bytes), size of the struct is 16 bytes.
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Figure 2: DADI Image. DADI image layer (L1, L2) consists
of modified data blocks. DADI uses an overlay block device
to provide each container (C1, C2) with a merged view of its
layers.
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Figure 4: Index Lookup for Reading DADI Image. The lookup
operation is a range query on a set of ordered non-overlapping
variable-length segments, each of which points to the location
of its raw data in the layer blob(s).
Figure 3. A segment tells where a change begins and ends
in the image’s logical block address (LBA) space, and also
where the latest data is stored in the layer blob file’s offset
space. In this design, adjacent segments that are contiguous
can be merged into a single larger segment to reduce the index
size. The segment struct can record a change as small as 1
block which is the minimal write size for a block device. This
avoids Copy-on-Write operations and helps to yield consistent
write performance.
The index is an array of non-overlapping segments sorted
by their offset. According to statistics from our production
environment, the indices have fewer than 4.5K segments (see
Section 5 for details) which corresponds to only 72KB of
memory. In contrast, the qcow2 image format of QEMU has
a fixed block size of 64KB by default, and an index based on
radix-tree. QEMU allocates MBs of memory by default to
cache the hottest part of its index.
To realize reading, DADI performs a range lookup in the
index to find out where in the blob to read. The problem
can be formally stated as given a set of disjoint segments in
the LBA space, find all the segments (and “holes”) within
the range to read. This problem is depicted in Figure 4. For
efficiency, the algorithm deals with variable-length segments
directly without expanding them to fixed-sized blocks. As the
index is ordered and read-only, we simply use binary search
for efficient lookup, as shown in Algorithm 1. A B-tree could
achieve higher efficiency but as the index contains only a few
thousand entries in practice, we leave this optimization as a
possible future work.

3.2

Merged View of Layers

When there are multiple layers, if the lookup procedure
goes through the layers one by one, the time complexity is
O(n · log m) where n is the number of layers and m is the
average number of segments in a layer. In other words, the
cost increases linearly with n. We optimize this problem with
a merged index that is pre-calculated when the indices are
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Input: the range (offset, length) to look up
end ← offset + length;
i ← index.binary_search_first_not_less(offset);
if i < index.size() then
delta ← offset - index[i].offset;
if delta > 0 then // trim & yield 1st segment
s ← index[i]; s.offset ← offset;
s.moffset += delta; s.length -= delta;
yield s; offset ← s.end(); i++;
end
end
while i < index.size() and index[i].offset < end do
len ← index[i].offset - offset;
if len > 0 then
// yield a hole
yield Hole(offset, len);
offset ← index[i].offset;
end
s ← index[i];
// yield next segment
s.length ← min(s.length, end - offset);
yield s; offset ← s.end(); i++;
end
if offset < end then
// yield final hole
yield Hole(offset, end - begin);
end
Algorithm 1: Index Lookup. Yields a collection of segments
within the specified range (offset, length) with i initialized
to the first element in the index that is not less than offset,
and Hole being a special type of segment representing a
range that has never been written.
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Input: an array of file objects blobs[0..n];
a rage (offset, length) to pread
for s in merged_index.lookup(offset, length) do
// s.pos == 0 for Hole segments
// blobs[0] is a special virtual file object
// that yields zeroed content when pread
blobs[s.pos].pread(s.offset, s.length);
end
Algorithm 3: Read Based on Merged Index.

that at an index size of 4.5K segments, a single CPU core
can perform more than 6 million index queries per second. In
Section 5.4, we find that IOPS tops out at just under 120K for
both LVM and DADI, suggesting that DADI spends no more
than 1/50 of a CPU core performing index lookups.

3.3

Compression and Online Decompression

Standard compression file formats such as gz, bz2, xz, etc.,
do not support efficient random read operation. Files in these
formats usually need to be decompressed from the very beginning until the specified part is reached. To support compression of the layers’ blobs and enable remote image at the
same time, DADI introduces a new compression file format
called ZFile.
ZFile includes the source file compressed in a fixed-sized
chunk-by-chunk manner and a compressed index. To read
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loaded, thus reducing the complexity to O(log M) where M
is the number of segments in the merged index. The merging
problem is illustrated in Figure 5.
To merge the indices, we put them in an array indexed from
1 to n where n is the number of layers, and in an order such
that base layers come earlier. Algorithm 2 shows the recursive
procedure to merge indices for a specified range. To merge
them as whole, the algorithm is invoked for the entire range
of the image. We make use of the pos field in the final merged
index to indicate which layer a segment comes from. With the
merged index, random read operation (pread) can be easily
implemented as Algorithm 3, supposing that we have an array
of file objects representing the ordered layers’ blobs.
We analyzed 1,664 DADI image layers from 205 core applications in our production environment to extract the size of
the merged indices. The statistics are summarized in Figure 6.
They show that the indices have no more than 4.5K segments
so the algorithm for merging indices is efficient enough to be
run when an image is launched. Observe also that the number
of segments is not correlated with the number of layers. This
suggests that the performance of DADI OverlayBD does not
degrade as the number of layers increases. Figure 7 plots the
throughput of index queries on a single CPU core. Observe

Input: an array of indices[1..n];
subscript i of the indices array for this recursion;
the range to merge (offset, length)
for s in indices[i].lookup(offset, length) do
if s is NOT a Hole then
s.pos ← i;
yield s;
else if i > 0 then // ignore a real hole
indices_merge(indices, i-1, s.offset, s.length);
end
end
Algorithm 2: Index Merge by Recursion.
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Figure 5: Index Merge.
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Figure 6: Index Size of Production Applications.
an offset into a ZFile, one looks up the index to find the
offset and length of the corresponding compressed chunk(s),
and decompresses only these chunks. ZFile supports various
efficient compression algorithms including lz4, zstd, gzip,
etc., and can additionally store a dictionary to assist some
compression algorithms to achieve higher compression ratio
and efficiency. Figure 8 illustrates the format of ZFile.
The index stored in ZFile is an array of 32-bit integers, each
of which denotes the size of the corresponding compressed
chunk. The index is compressed with the same compression
algorithm as the data chunks. When loaded into memory, the
index is decompressed and accumulated into an array of 64bit integers denoting the offsets of the compressed chunks in
the ZFile blob. After the conversion, index lookup becomes a
simple array addressing at o f f set/chunk_size.
Due to the fixed-size nature of chunks and the aligned nature of the underlying storage device, ZFile may read and
decompress more data than requested by a user read. The
decompression itself is an extra cost compared to the conventional I/O stack. In practice, however, ZFile improves userperceived I/O performance even on servers with high-speed
NVMe SSD. The advantage is even larger for slower storage

(e.g. HDD or Registry). This is because, with the compression agorithm in use (lz4), the time saved reading the smaller
amount of compressed data more than offsets the time spent
decompressing the data. See Section 5.4 for detailed results.
In order to support online decompression, a fast compression algorithm can be used at some expense to the compression ratio. We typically use lz4 in our deployment. Individually compressing chunks of the original files also impacts
the compression ratio. As a result, DADI images are usually
larger than the corresponding .tgz images but not by much.
We analyzed the blob sizes of 205 core applications in our
production environment. Figure 9 shows the blob sizes in
various formats relative to their .tar format sizes. In general,
DADI uncompressed format (.dadi) produces larger blobs
than .tar, due to the overhead of the image file system (ext4 in
this case) but the overhead is usually less than 5% for layers
that are larger than 10MB. Note that the compression ratio
varies greatly among these images and some of them are not
compressible. As discussed, ZFile blobs tend to be larger than
their .tgz counterparts.
By adhering to the layered model of container image, DADI
images are able to share layers. To further save space and
network traffic, deduplication can be performed at the chunk
level of DADI images, followed by compression of the unique
chunks.

3.4

DADI Container Layer

Unlike other remote image systems (e.g. [18, 21]), DADI
realizes a writable container layer. The writable layer is not
only a convenient way to build new image layers, but also
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provides an option to eliminate the dependency on a union file
system. We base the writable layer on a log-structured [32]
design because this makes DADI viable on top of virtually all
kinds of storage systems, including those that do not support
random writes (e.g. HDFS). The log-structured writable layer
is also technically a natural extension of the read-only layers.
As shown in Figure 10, the writable layer consists of one
file for raw data and one for index. Both of these files are
open-ended, and are ready to accept appends. As overwrites
occur in the writable layer, these files will contain garbage
data and index records. When there is too much garbage,
DADI will spawn a background thread to collect the garbage
by copying the live data to a new file, and then deleting the
old file. When the writable layer is committed, DADI will
copy the live data blocks and index records to a new file in
layer format, sorting and possibly combining them according
to their LBAs.
The index for the writable layer is maintained in memory
as a red-black tree to efficiently support lookup, insertion
and deletion. On a write, DADI adds a new record to the
index of the writable layer. On a read, DADI first looks up the
index of the writable layer. For each hole (a segment with no
data written) within the range to read, DADI further looks up
the merged index of the underlying read-only layers. DADI
supports TRIM by adding to the writable layer an index record
that is flagged to indicate that the range contains all-zero
content.

3.5

P2P Data Transfer

Although remote image can greatly reduce the amount of image data that has to be transferred, there are situations where
more improvement is necessary. In particular, there are several
critical applications in our production environment that are
deployed on thousands of servers, and that comprise layers as
large as several GBs. The deployment of these applications
places huge pressure on the the Registry and the network
infrastructure.
To better handle such large applications, DADI caches recently used data blocks on the local disk(s) of each host. DADI
also has the option to transfer data directly among the hosts in
a peer-to-peer manner. Given that all the peers need roughly
the same set of data and in roughly the same order during
the startup time period, DADI adopts a tree-structured overlay topology to realize application-level multicast similar to
VMThunder [40] instead of the rarest-first policy commonly
used in P2P downloading tools [15, 20, 22].
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Figure 11: DADI’s Tree-Structured P2P Data Transfer.

As shown in Figure 11, each container host runs a P2P module called DADI-Agent. In addition, there is a P2P module
called DADI-Root in every data center that plays the role of
root for topology trees. DADI-Root is responsible for fetching
data blocks from the Registry to a local persistent cache, and
also for managing the topology trees within its own datacenter.
A separate tree is created and maintained for each layer blob.
Whenever an agent wants to read some data from a blob
for the first time or when its parent node does not respond,
it sends a request RPC to the root. The root may service the
request by itself, or it may choose to rearrange the topology
and redirect the requesting agent to a selected parent. The
requesting agent is considered to join the tree as a child of
the selected parent. Every node in a tree, including the root,
serves at most a few direct children. If the requested data is
not present in the parent’s cache, the request flows upward
until a parent has the data in its cache. The data received from
the parent is added to the child’s cache as it will probably be
needed soon by other children or the node itself.
DADI-Root manages the topology. It knows how many
children every node has. When a node needs to be inserted
into the tree, the root simply walks down the tree in memory,
always choosing a child with the fewest children. The walk
stops at the first node with fewer direct children than a threshold. This node becomes the selected parent for the requesting
agent. When a node finds that its parent has failed, it reverts
to the root to arrange another parent for it. As the P2P transfer is designed to support the startup of containers and this
startup process usually does not last long, DADI-Root expires
topology information relatively quickly, by default after 20
minutes.
DADI-Root is actually a replicated service running on several servers for availability, and deployed separately for different clusters. An agent randomly chooses a root server in the
same cluster when joining a transfer topology. It switches to
another root server when it encounters a failure. The Registry
tends to be shared by many clusters and possibly across a
long distance so its performance may not always be high. In
order to ensure that data blocks are likely to exist on the root
when they are needed, we warm up the root servers’ cache in
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Figure 12: I/O Path for cgroups Runtime.
Figure 13: I/O Path for Virtualized Runtime (QEMU, etc).
our production environment whenever a new layer is built or
converted.
To protect against potential data corruption, we create a
separate checksum file for each and every layer blob as part
of the image building or conversion process. The checksum
file contains the CRC32 value for each fixed-sized block of
the layer. As the checksum files are small, they are distributed
whole to every involved node as part of the image pulling
process. The data blocks are verified on arrival at each node.

4

Implementation and Deployment

This section discusses how DADI interfaces with applications
and container engines, as well as how DADI can be deployed
in different user scenarios.

We have also realized a QEMU driver for its block device backend to export an image to virtualized containers. As
shown in Figure 13, the data path in this case is conceptually similar to that for the cgroups runtime except that the
image file system and virtual block device are running in the
guest context, and the block driver takes the place of lsmd.
Integration with other hypervisors should be straightforward.
It is also possible to pass the virtual block device from the
host into the guest context. This approach works with virtually all hypervisors but incurs a slightly higher overhead.
As the block device interface is narrower and simpler than a
file system interface, it exposes a small attack surface to the
untrusted guest container.

4.2
4.1

Data Path

DADI connects with applications through a file system
mounted on a virtual block device. DADI is agnostic to the
choice of file system so users can select one that best fits their
needs. By allowing the dependency on the file system to be
explicitly captured at image creation time, DADI can help
applications exploit the advanced features of file systems such
as XFS [11], Btrfs [2], ZFS [12].
In the case of the cgroups runtime, we use an internal
module called vrbd to provide the virtual block device. vrbd
is similar to nbd but contains improvements that enable it to
perform better and handle crashes of the user-space daemon.
As shown in Figure 12, I/O requests go from applications
to a regular file system such as ext4. From there they go to
the virtual block device and then to a user-space daemon
called lsmd. Reads of data blocks belonging to layers that
have already been downloaded are directed to the local file
system where the layers are stored. Other read operations are
directed to DADI’s P2P agent which maintains a persistent
cache of recently used data blocks. Write and trim operations
are handled by lsmd which writes the data and index files of
the writable layer to the local file system.
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Container Engine Integration

DADI is integrated with Docker through a graph driver which
is a Docker plugin to compose the root file system from layers.
The layers form a graph (actually tree) topology hence the
name graph driver. DADI is also integrated with containerd
through a snapshotter which provides functions similar to
those of the graph driver. We will use the term “driver” to
refer to either of them in the rest of the paper.
We implemented the drivers to recognize existing and
DADI image formats. When they encounter .tgz image, they
invoke existing drivers. When they come across DADI image,
they perform DADI-specific actions. In this way, the container engine can support both types of images at the same
time so that the deployment of DADI to a host does not require the eviction of existing .tgz based containers or images
from that host. This enables us to use a canary approach to
systematically roll out DADI across our complex production
environment.
DADI currently fakes the image pulling process with a
small tarball file consisting of DADI-specific metadata. The
tarball is very small so that the image pull completes quickly.
We are preparing a proposal to the container community for
extensions to the image format representation to enable lazy
image pulling and make the engine aware of remote images.
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4.3

Image Building

DADI supports image building by providing a log-structured
writable layer. The log-structured design converts all writes
into sequential writes so that the build process with DADI is
usually faster than that for regular .tgz images (see Section 5
for details). As DADI uses faster compression algorithms, the
commit operation is faster with DADI than it is for regular .tgz
images. DADI also avoids pulling entire base images and this
saves time when building images on dedicated image building
servers where the base images are usually not already local.
In order to build a new layer, DADI first prepares the base
image file system by bringing up a virtual block device and
mounting the file system on it. When the layer is committed,
DADI unmounts the file system and brings down the device.
These actions are repeated for each layer produced in a new
image, adding up to a lot of time. According to the specification of the image building script (dockerfile), each line of
action will produce a new layer. It is not uncommon to see
tens of lines of actions in a dockerfile in our environment so
a single build job may result in an image with many new layers. This design was supposed to improve the speed of layer
downloading by increasing parallelism, but it may become
unnecessary with remote image.
We optimized the DADI image build process by bringing
the device up and down only once. The intermediate downand-ups are replaced with a customized operation called stackand-commit. As its name suggests, stack-and-commit first
stacks a new writable layer on top of existing layers, and then
commits the original writable layer in the background. This
optimization significantly increases image building speed,
especially on high-end servers with plenty of resources.
To convert an existing .tgz image into the DADI format,
DADI proceeds from the lowest layer of the image to its highest layer. For each layer, DADI creates a new writable layer
and unpacks the corresponding .tgz blob into the layer while
handling whiteouts, a special file name pattern that indicates
deletion of an existing file. If users want to build a DADI
image from a .tgz base image, the base image layers must first
be converted into the DADI format using this process.
Some container engines implicitly create a special init layer
named as xxxxx-init between the container layer and its images layers. This init layer contains some directories and files
that must always exist in containers (e.g. /proc, /dev, /sys).
During commit, DADI merges this init layer with the container layer so as to keep the integrity of the image file system.

4.4

Deployment Options

The P2P data transfer capability of DADI is optional and
targeted at users with large applications. Other users may
prefer to use DADI with the layer blobs stored in a highperformance shared storage system as a compromise between
fetching the layer blobs from the Registry and storing the layer
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blobs on every host. Similar solutions have been proposed in
the community (e.g. Teleport [9], Wharf [41]). DADI further
enhances these solutions by not requiring the layers to be
unpacked and supporting alternative storage systems such as
HDFS.
For users who do not wish to set up shared storage, DADI
provides them with the option to fetch layer blobs on-demand
from the Registry and cache the data blocks on local disk(s).
This approach greatly reduces cold startup latencies by avoiding the transfer of data blocks that are not needed. If there
is a startup I/O trace available when launching a new container instance, DADI can make use of the trace to prefetch
the data blocks needed by the starting container, yielding a
near-warm startup latency. The trace can be simply collected
with blktrace, and replayed with fio. See Section 5.2 for
details.
Users may also choose to use DADI by downloading the
layer blobs to local disk(s). DADI layers do not need to be unpacked, saving a time-consuming sequential process needed
for .tgz layers. Thus pulling DADI images is much faster. The
downloading can be optionally offloaded to P2P tools such
as [20,22,24,30,37]. We use this approach as a backup path in
case our on-demand P2P transfer encounters any unexpected
error.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance and scalability
of DADI Image Service.

5.1

Methodology

We compare the container startup latency with DADI to that
with the standard tarball image, Slacker, CRFS, LVM (dm or
device mapper), and P2P image download. We also analyze
the I/O performance as observed by an application inside the
container.
Slacker uses Tintri VMstore as its underlying storage system. We do not have access to such a system so we use LVM
together with NFS as an approximation of Slacker (denoted
as pseudo-Slacker). At the time of this writing, CRFS has
not yet achieved its goal of realizing an internal overlayfs
so we rely on the kernel implementation of overlayfs for the
comparisons.
We generally use NVMe SSDs as local storage. We also emulate a low-speed disk by limiting IOPS to 2,000 and throughput to 100 MB/s. These are the performance characteristics of
the most popular type of virtual disks on public clouds so we
refer to such a disk as “cloud disk” in the rest of the paper. We
use ZFile by default for DADI unless explicitly noted. Before
starting a test, we drop the kernel page cache in the host and
guest (if applicable) as well as the persistent cache of DADI.
The physical servers we use are all equipped with dual-way
multi-core Xeon CPUs and 10GbE or higher-speed NICs. The
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tion Environment.
VMs are hosted on our public cloud. Each VM is equipped
with 4 CPU cores and 8 GBs of memory. The vNICs are capable of a burst bandwidth of 5 Gbps and sustained bandwidth
of 1.5 Gbps.

Startup Latency

To evaluate container startup latency, we use the application
image WordPress from DockerHub.com. WordPress is the
most popular content management system powering about one
third of the Web in 2019 [7]. The image consists of 21 layers
in .tgz format with a total size of 165MB. When unpacked,
the image size is 501MB. In DADI compressed format with
lz4 compression, the image occupies 274MB. The tarball of
DADI-specific metadata that is downloaded on image pull is
only 9KB in size.
Cold start of a single instance. We test startup latencies
of a single container instance running WordPress when the
layer blobs are stored in the Registry (.tgz, DADI, CRFS) and
on remote storage servers (DADI, pseudo-Slacker). All the
servers are located in the same datacenter as the container host.
The results, as summarized in Figure 14, show that container
cold startup time is markedly reduced with DADI.
Warm start of a single instance. Once the layer blobs are
stored or cached on local disk, the containers can be started
and run without a remote data source. In this case, any difference in startup time can be attributed to the relative efficiency
of the I/O paths. As indicated in Figure 15, DADI performs
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15%~25% better than overlayfs and LVM on NVMe SSD,
and more than 2 times better on cloud disk.
Cold startup with trace-based prefetching. We first
make use of blktrace to record an I/O trace when starting a container. On another host, we use fio to replay only
the read operations in the trace while starting a new container
instance of the same image. We set fio to replay with a relatively large I/O depth of 32 so as to fetch data blocks before
they are actually read by the application. Figure 16 shows the
results. Observe that trace-based prefetching can reduce 95%
of the difference between cold and warm startup times.
Batch cold startup. In practice, many applications are
large and require multiple instances to be started at the same
time. For this batch startup scenario, we compare only pseudoSlacker and DADI because the .tgz image and CRFS are
bottlenecked by the Registry. The results are presented in
Figure 17. Note that the startup time with pseudo-Slacker
begins at 1.5s for one instance and increases to 2.3s for 32
instances. On the other hand, the startup time with DADI
remains largely constant at 0.7s as the number of instances
increases.
Startup in our Production Environment. We selected
typical deployment tasks for an application in our production
environment and analyzed its timing data. As shown in Figure 18, pulling the DADI metadata tarball takes no more than
0.2s for nearly half of the hosts and around 1s for the rest
of the hosts. This compares very favorably with pulling the
equivalent .tgz image which takes more than 20s for most
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of the hosts. Note that in this case, the .tgz image pull only
needs to download the application layers as the much larger
dependencies and OS layers already exist on the hosts. If all
the layers have to be downloaded, the time needed will be
even higher.
As shown in Figure 19, applications start faster using DADI
remote image and P2P data transfer than with the .tgz image
stored on local SSD. This result surprised us initially but
it turned out to be a common occurrence for a couple of
reasons. First, overlayBD performs better than OverlayFS
(See Section 5.4). Second, with the tree-structured P2P data
transfer, hosts effectively read from their parents’ page cache,
and this is faster than reading from their local disks.

Scalability

For the scalability analysis, we use a lightweight application called Agility. Agility is a Python application based
on CentOS 7.6. Its image consists of 16 layers with a total
size of 575MB in ZFile format and 894MB uncompressed.
When Agility starts, it accesses a specified HTTP server which
records the time stamps of all the accesses. We use Agility instead of WordPress for our scalability test because it provides
a means to collect timings of a large number of container
instances. Agility also consumes fewer resources, allowing
us to create many more containers in our testbed.
Large-scale startup with DADI. We create 1,000 VMs on
our public cloud platform and use them as hosts for containers.
A large and increasing portion of our production environment
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is VM-based so this test reflects our real world situation. We
start 10 containers running Agility on each host for a total
of 10,000 containers. As shown in Figure 20, the cold start
latency with DADI is within a second or two of that for warm
start. The experimental environment is not dedicated and some
noise is apparent in one of the runs (Cold Startup 1). Note that
other than for ramp-up and long-tail effects, the time taken to
start additional containers is relatively constant.
Hyper-scale startup with DADI. We deliberately construct a special P2P topology with tens of hosts and use it to
project the behavior for a full tree with tens of thousands of
hosts. The special topology models a single root-to-leaf path
where each interior node has the maximum number of children. Each host again runs 10 instances of Agility. As shown
in Figure 21, the startup time is largely flat as the number of
containers increases to 100,000. Notice also that a binary tree
for P2P is best when there are fewer than 20,000 participating
hosts. A 3-ary or 4-ary tree works better beyond that scale.

5.4

I/O Performance

We perform micro benchmarks with fio to compare uncached
random read performance. The results are summarized in Figure 22. At an I/O queue depth of 1, DADI offers comparable
performance to LVM despite its user-space implementation.
DADI’s performance ramps up slower as the queue depth
is increased but it catches up and tops LVM to achieve the
highest IOPS at an I/O queue depth of 128 and without compression. This behavior suggests that DADI’s index is more
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efficient than that of LVM, but there is room to optimize our
queueing and batching implementation. Observe that DADI
with compression performs 10%~20% better than without
compression when the I/O queue depth is less than 32. This is
because compression, by reducing the amount of data transferred, increases effective I/O throughput provided that the
CPU is not bottlenecked. In our experimental setup, the CPU
becomes bottlenecked for ZFile beyond a queue depth of 32.
We also test I/O performance with du and tar to scan the
entire image from inside the container. These tests respectively emphasize small random read and large sequential read.
The output of these commands are ignored by redirecting
to /dev/null. As shown in Figure 23 and 24, DADI outperforms both overlayfs and LVM in all cases especially on
the cloud disk. This is again primarily due to the effect of
compression in reducing the amount of data transferred.

5.5

Image Building Speed

Image building speed is driven primarily by write performance and the time needed to setup an image. We evaluate
image building performance with a typical dockerfile from
our production environment. The dockerfile creates 15 new
layers comprising 7,944 files with a total size of 545MB,
and includes a few chmod operations that trigger copy-ups in
overlayfs-backed images. As shown in Figure 25, the image
is built 20%~40% faster on DADI than on overlayfs. Note
that the time to commit or compress the image is not included
in this measurement.

6

7

Conclusions

We have designed and implemented DADI, a block-level remote image service for containers. DADI is based on the observation that incremental image can be realized with blockbased layers where each layer corresponds to a set of file
changes but is physically the set of changes at the block level
underneath a given file system. Such a design allows the image service to be file system and platform agnostic, enabling
applications to be elastically deployed in different environments. The relative simplicity of block-based layers further
facilitates optimizations to increase agility. These include finegrained on-demand data transfer of remote images, online
decompression with efficient codecs, trace-based prefetching,
peer-to-peer transfer to handle burst workload, easy integration with the container ecosystem. Our experience with DADI
in the production environment of one of the world’s largest
ecommerce platforms show that DADI is very effective at
increasing agility and elasticity in deploying applications.

Discussion and Future Work

With overlayfs, containers that share layers are able to share
the host page cache when they access the same files in those
shared layers. Because DADI realizes each layered image
as a separate virtual block device, when multiple containers
access the same file in a shared layer, the accesses appear to
the host to be for distinct pages. In other words, the host page
cache is not shared, potentially reducing its efficiency.
One way to address this issue is to introduce a shared block
pool for all the virtual block devices corresponding to the
different containers on a host. The basic idea is to use the
device mapper to map segments from the pool to the virtual
block devices such that accesses by different containers to the
same file in a shared layer appear to be for the same segment
in the pool. The pool is backed by the page cache while
the virtual block device and file system on top will need to
support Direct Access (DAX) to avoid double caching. This
solution can be further improved by performing block-level
deduplication in the pool.
With the emergence of virtualized runtimes, container is
becoming a new type of virtual machine and vice versa. The
runtimes of container and VM may also begin to converge.
By being based on the widely supported block device, DADI
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image is compatible with both containers and VMs, and is
naturally a converged image service. Such a converged infrastructure will bring the convenience and efficiency of layered
image to VM users on the cloud today. It will also provide
users with increased flexibility and enable applications to
evolve gradually from cloud-based to cloud-native.
A key part of realizing the potential of DADI is to standardize its image format and facilitate its adoption. We are
working to contribute core parts of DADI to the container
community.
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